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Lecture #2: Enlightenment and the Social 

Contract



Legitimacy?

� How is legitimacy created and bestowed?

� How is authority created?

� What does the proper state look like?



Legitimacy?

� How is legitimacy created and bestowed?

� By consent

� How is authority created?

� By well-reasoned law

� What does the proper state look like?

� It serves the good of its people, operates according 

to well-reasoned laws, and is based upon the 

consent of the governed.



The Black Death

� After the black death:

� Higher living standards

� Weakening of authority

� Fragmentation of political authority

� Fragmentation of Church authority

� In addition, the printing press arrived.

� By and large, the ruling powers in Europe were 

divided, disorganized, and squabbling.



The Rise of the West

� New Wealth began to arrive to Europe as they regained 

contact and trade with the world after 1500.

� The central authorities were often unable to take it all for 

themselves, nor to completely control its uses.

� Remarkable changes since the 15th century in Europe.

� The Renaissance

� The Protestant Reformation

� The Scientific Revolution

� The Enlightenment



Institutions Matter

� European states find themselves with more money than 

they are accustomed to having.  They get it in different 

ways.

� Spanish get gold and silver

� Portuguese levy tolls on Indian Ocean trade

� English build colonies of Englishman

� Dutch build commercial empires

� The ones in which liberal political and economic doctrines 

come to the forefront are the most successful at creating 

long-lasting prosperity.

� Inclusive versus extractive institutions



The Basis of Social Order

� Traditional morality and traditional authority were no 

longer considered adequate bases for social order.  

� A basis for social order was sought without the necessity of:

� Revelation

� Christian sanction

� Custom

� Two sources of inspiration:

� Stoic philosophers of the ancient world

� The doctrine of natural law and reason



Republican Virtue



Cincinnatus



The School of Athens



Reason



The Law our Master

� “They are free – yes – but not entirely free; for 

they have a master, and that master is Law, which 

they fear much more than your subjects fear you.”
-Demaratus describes the Spartans to Xerxes, King of Persia

� For as in absolute governments the King is law, 

so in free countries the law ought to be King; and 

there ought to be no other.
-Thomas Paine, Common Sense



Before Liberalism

� The three estates:

� Knights

� Priests

� Peasants

� Roles were defined by birth and status and 

legitimated by the Church, tradition, and custom.

� An organic hierarchy existed: in other words, 

natural and not made by man.



The Three Estates



The Divine Right of Kings



Napoleon crowns himself



“Render unto Caesar...”



Henry V



Martin Luther

�Against the 

Murderous, 

Thieving Hordes 

of Peasants, 

(1525)



Thomas Hobbes

� English Political 

Philosopher

� Born 1588

� Died 1679

� English Civil War (1642-

1651)

� Leviathan published 1651



Legitimacy by consent

� In the state of nature, our mutual fear makes us 

dangerous to one another.

� Life is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”

� So, we consent to form a social contract and to 

create the Leviathan.

� For our protection

� To promote commodious living



The Leviathan – The Immortal Beast



John Locke

� English Political 

Philosopher

� Born 1632

� Died 1704

� Glorious Revolution 

(1688)

� Two Treatises of 

Government published in 

1689



Property and Natural Law

� Natural law exists prior to the creation of civil 

society

� We have a conscience that allows us to “read” the 

natural law.

� The natural law tells us that we own ourselves, 

our consciences, and our labor.

� Through our labor we acquire property rights.

� Civil Society exists to secure our natural rights of 

“life, liberty, and property”.



Property and Labor



Property and Labor



Property and Natural Law

� Natural law exists prior to the creation of civil 

society

� We have a conscience that allows us to “read” the 

natural law.

� The natural law tells us that we own ourselves, 

our consciences, and our labor.

� Through our labor we acquire property rights.

� Civil Society exists to secure our natural rights of 

“life, liberty, and property”.



When the Sovereign Fails?



The Destruction of the Leviathan



American Complaints

� Economic exploitation by England

� Taxation, forcible quartering of soldiers, violation of 

property rights

� Legal domination

� British soldiers to be tried only in England, forced 

alteration of local charters, restriction of town meetings

� Governmental oppression

� Colonies have no say in taxation, diminished voice in 

own government



The Declaration of Independence

� “WE hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all 

Men are created equal, that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, 

that among these are Life, Liberty, and the 

Pursuit of Happiness”



The Declaration of Independence

� “When in the Course of human Events, it 
becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the 
Political Bands which have connected them with 
another, and to assume among the Powers of the 
Earth, the separate and equal Station to which 
the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle 
them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of 
Mankind requires that they should declare the 
causes which impel them to the Separation.”



Protection from a Lion



The Ideal Summarized

� In the founders’ ideal America: authority is vested 

in the law, which is guided by reason and bound 

by the “natural law”, it protects traditional 

liberties, and derives from the consent of “the 

people”, who stand equal under the law.



Jean-Jacques Rousseau

� 1712-1778

� Discourse on Inequality

published in 1755

� On Social Contract 

published in 1762

� Important inspiration for 

the French Revolution 

(1789-1799)



How is Rousseau Different?

� Not as happy about reason

� Forerunner of romanticism

� Importance of sentiment

� Believes humans are naturally compassionate

� Does not think that the state of nature is awful

� Does not think that property is natural



Origin of Inequality

� “The first man who, having fenced in a piece of land, said 

"This is mine," and found people naïve enough to believe 

him, that man was the true founder of civil society. From 

how many crimes, wars, and murders, from how many 

horrors and misfortunes might not any one have saved 

mankind, by pulling up the stakes, or filling up the ditch, 

and crying to his fellows: Beware of listening to this 

impostor; you are undone if you once forget that the fruits 

of the earth belong to us all, and the earth itself to 

nobody.”

- Jean-Jacques Rousseau 



On Human Nature

� Two fundamental principles of human nature are:

� Love of Self

� Compassion for the suffering of others

� Very different than Hobbes

� “Pity is what carries us without reflection to the 

aid of those we see suffering.”



The Noble Savage

� The Noble Savage

� Fast, strong, and capable

� Simple

� Compassionate

� Self-reliant

� Confident

� Free



The Noble Savage



The Noble Savage



The Seductions of Civilization



The Effects of Reason

� “Reason is what engenders egocentrism, and 

reflection strengthens it. Reason is what turns 

man in upon himself. Reason is what separates 

him from all that troubles him and afflicts him. 

Philosophy is what isolates him and what moves 

him to say in secret, at the sight of a suffering 

man, ‘Perish if you will; I am safe and sound.’”



Reason over Pity

� “His fellow man can be killed with impunity 

underneath his window.  He has merely to place 

his hands over his ears and argue with himself a 

little in order to prevent nature, which rebels 

within him, from identifying him with the man 

being assassinated.”

� Our sentiments tell us to help, but our reason 

tells us to avoid danger.



The Arts and Sciences

� “With a simple and solitary life, very limited needs, and 

the tools they had invented to provide for them... Men 

enjoyed a great deal of leisure time, they used it to 

procure for themselves many types of conveniences 

unknown to their fathers, and that was the first yoke they 

imposed on themselves without realizing it, and the first 

source of evils they prepared for their descendents.”

� With leisure, people developed new tools and arts, which 

were good at first but soon these conveniences became 

necessities.



The Arts and Sciences

� “Being deprived of them became much more cruel than 

possessing them was sweet”

� Our dependence on our tools weakened us.  We became 

soft in body and mind.

� Our new weaknesses made it impossible to go back.



Inequality in Civilization

� “People become accustomed to consider different 
objects and to make comparisons.”

� “Each one began to look at the others and to want 
to be looked at himself, and public esteem had a 
value...”

� We compare ourselves and seek not to live simply 
and well, but to be esteemed by others.  Life is a 
competition.



Inequality in Civilization

� Natural inequalities become exacerbated.  The 

hard workers, the inventive, and the strong gain 

advantages over the weaker.

� But they are insecure in their possessions.  They 

translate their natural inequality into political 

and moral inequality by establishing rules and 

governments that protect and help to increase 

their inequalities.



The Seduction of Civilization

� We are now civilized.

� Domesticated

� Dependent

� Corrupt

� Greedy

� Unhappy

� Our civilized, corrupted hearts lack compassion and 

civilization has left has no happier.

� We eat bad food and too much of it and need medicine

� We work and stress for gain, and need vacations and 

vacuous entertainments to distract us.



The Faults of Civilization

� “Man is born free; and everywhere he is in 

chains.”

� What do we do to avoid the inequalities that 

Rousseau sees in civilization?

� This is the project of The Social Contract



The Social Order

� “The social order is a sacred right which is the 

basis of all other rights.  Nevertheless, this right 

does not come from nature, and must therefore be 

founded on conventions.”

� Our civil society, our government, our state is not 

natural but conventional.

� Meaning it was made by humans and can be 

changed by humans.



The Master’s Morality

� “The strongest is never strong enough to be 

always the master, unless he transforms strength 

into right, and obedience into duty.”

� Masters try to trick people into believing that 

what is good for the master is everyone’s duty.



Authority

� “Since no man has a natural authority over his 

fellow, and force creates no right, we must 

conclude that conventions form the basis of all 

legitimate authority among men.”

� “To renounce liberty is to renounce being a 

man...”

� It is impossible for coercion to establish authority



Authority

� “It will always be equally foolish for a man to say 

to a man or to a people: ‘I make with you a 

convention wholly at your expense and wholly to 

my advantage; I shall keep it as long as I like, and 

you will keep it as long as I like.”

� A one-sided contract makes no sense and is null-

and-void.



Authority

� “Every law the people have not ratified in person 

is null and void — is, in fact, not a law.”

� “The legislative power belongs to the people, and 

can belong to it alone.”

� Authority arises only when the people contract 

with each other to form a civil society.

� This isn’t so different from Locke, right?



The General Will

� We collectively agree to submit to the General Will of 

which our will is a part

� The General Will is the will of the people as a whole

� It means, basically, the rule of law

� We agree to live under the General Will

� Freedom in society is to live under the rules that we 

ourselves decree.

� By living under the General Will we retain our freedom in 

civil society.



The General Will

� We seem to have ended up at a similar place as 

Locke, but we’ve taken a different route.

� But, now the government doesn’t exist to secure 

our natural rights, which exist prior to the 

creation of government.

� The government exists to implement the general 

will, whatever it may be.



Forced to be free?

� “In order then that the social compact may not be 

an empty formula, it tacitly includes the 

undertaking, which alone can give force to the 

rest, that whoever refuses to obey the general 

will shall be compelled to do so by the whole 

body.  This means nothing less than that he will 

be forced to be free...”

� And what if we disagree with the General Will?



The Western Tradition

� Different strands of thought

� Reason vs. emotion

� The benefits and costs of progress

� The limits and goals of politics

� Property?  Natural or conventional?



The End (for now)


